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Product Selection
Our full range of products are all laid in our Osborne Park showroom 

and samples are available on request. 

AUSTRALIAN TIMBER

Boards only:   $116 /m2        Width: 130mm /  Length: 1820 - 2100mm /  Thickness: 15mm

Boards only:   $125 /m2        Width: 180mm /  Length: 1820 - 2100mm /  Thickness: 15mm

NSW Blackbutt Spotted Gum Marri Jarrah

FRENCH OAK

Boards only:  $125/m2           Width: 220mm /  Length: 2200mm /  Thickness: 15mm

Lime Wash

Cognac

Naturale

Heritage

Double Smoked

Burnt Driftwood

Golden Rum

Charcoal

BAMBOO

Boards only:   $85 /m2          Width: 140mm /  Length: 1830mm /  Thickness: 15mm

Magnolia

Mocha

Honey

Burnt Caramel

Caramel

Roasted Chestnut

Rustic

Ebony

Boards only:   $95 /m2           Width: 195mm /  Length: 1830mm /  Thickness: 15mm



Stairs and Walls
A beautifully designed floor can only reach its full potential if 
it’s installed by highly skilled craftsmen.

All of our installers are hand selected for their craftsmanship, 
family values, and passion for creating amazing flooring 
centrepieces.



Our Technology
With Lifewood patented “Stabilised Solid” technology 

we can guarantee your floor will last a lifetime.

No cheap substitutes
Each layer uses the same hardwood, creating superior 
stability and a higher resistance to termites.

Hand selected boards
Only the highest grade boards are selected for the  
top layer, creating colour consistency and a beautiful 
looking floor.

Patented hardwood core
Our unique engineering method helps stabilise the 

board and prevents the natural movement of wood, 
which can result in cupping and shrinking.

100% sustainable
No part of the tree is wasted. No other timber  
is required to construct our floorboards. 
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1 Hard wearing coatings
Our custom formulated coatings bring our floors to 

life, highlighting their natural beauty and protecting 
them from damage.

Resandable
Our boards have a thick surface layer which can be  
sanded multiple times. Lifewood floors are designed  
to last a lifetime.

Low emissions
We use very low emission glue that is safe in your  
home and guarantees the boards do not delaminate.

Moisture resistant
Our patented core design prevents moisture getting 
into the board. We then coat the entire board in a 
moisture barrier for added protection.
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